Adopting the new abundance scale for globular clusters (Cohen; Pilachowski, Sneden, and Canterna), we point out a difficulty in fitting main sequences of 47 Tucanae and other well-studied globular clusters, like M3, M5, and M13. In order to circumvent this problem, a substantial difference in helium abundance must be invoked. Such differences can also cause the very faint turnoff magnitudes found recently by Alcaino and Liller for NGC 6397 and by Cannon for co Centauri, without the need to assign excessive ages to these clusters. We discuss other consequences of this helium-abundance variation.
I. INTRODUCTION Demarque and McClure (1977) suggested that problems in fitting main-sequences (MS) of the "metalrich" globular cluster 47 Tue and the old disk cluster NGC 2420 could only be resolved by adopting differences in CNO or helium-abundance relative to heavy elements. Recently, however, Cohen (1980) and Pilachowski, Sneden, and Canterna (1980) have suggested that a substantial revision should be made to the globular-cluster abundance scale, based on echelle abundance analyses of 47 Tue, M71, and other cluster giants. They have revised downward, by about a factor of 5, the abundance of the metal-rich globular clusters over previous values that had been assumed by most workers in the field. This revision erased the problem discussed by Demarque and McClure (1977) concerning the halo and disk clusters.
We wish to point out in this Letter, however, that a new problem exists concerning the fitting of the MS of 47 Tue and other well-studied globular clusters such as M3, M5, and M13. MS and horizontal-branch (HB) models suggest that this problem can only be resolved by invoking a helium-abundance difference between 47 Tue and the other globular clusters.
II. THE PROBLEM Data from theoretical interior and atmosphere models can be used to construct the run of absolute magnitude of the MS at a given color as a function of metal helium abundance. Such a grid was constructed from the data of Ciardullo and Demarque (1979) . If we assume that the HBs have the same absolute magnitudes, fitting the color-magnitude (c-m) diagram of 47 Tue to other globular-cluster diagrams implies differences in absolute magnitude on the MS below the turnoff at [(5 -F) = 0.7] shown in column (2) of Table 1 . The c-m diagrams, originally obtained by Arp (1962) , Sandage (1970), and Hartwick and Hesser (1974) , were taken from the catalog of Philip, Cullen, and White (1976) . Mean points for the main sequences of M3 and M13 were taken from Appendix A1 of Sandage (1970) . Also listed, in column (3), are [Fe/H] values from Cohen (1978 Cohen ( , 1980 , Pilachowski, Sneden, and Canterna (1980) , and Wallerstein, Pilachowski, and Leep (1980) for the clusters and, assuming a solar value of Z = 0.015, the heavy-element abundance is listed in column (4).
Examination of the data from Table 1 and Figure 1 shows that differences in absolute magnitude of the MS of 47 Tue and other clusters cannot be explained by the small metal-abundance differences. The last column of Table 1 lists the expected differences in magnitude between cluster main sequences (cluster-47 Tue) using the abundance listed, constant helium abundance, and the theoretical curves of Figure 1 . The observed magnitude difference between the MS of 47 Tue and the other clusters is, in the mean, about 0.75 mag larger than expected from the models. Errors in fitting main sequences through observational points are typically 0.2 mag and cannot account for this difference.
III. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM
It is obvious that the MS of 47 Tue cannot be fitted properly to those of other nearby clusters under the above assumptions. This problem can be circumvented by adopting one or more of the following solutions:
1. The observations are systematically in error. These are well-observed clusters, however, and in the critical case of 47 Tue, several authors' photometry show very good agreement (e.g., see Hartwick and Hesser 1974 Demarque (1979) . ever, it is unlikely that small abundance differences of concern here would cause difficulties of this order.
3. The values of reddening adopted are wrong. Again, this is highly unlikely in the case of these clusters since the error in E(B -V) would have to be approximately 0.15 mag for 47 Tue relative to the other clusters, but the values adopted are well established by numerous authors.
4. The absolute magnitude of the horizontal branch for 47 Tue differs from that of the other nearby clusters as a result of the difference in metal abundance. Most evidence (e.g., McDonald 1977) points to the RR Lyrae stars all having very nearly the same absolute magnitude with the possible exception of the most metal-rich ones. It seems unlikely, therefore, that horizontal branches of clusters with metal abundances in the range 0.0002 < Z < 0.0009 would differ significantly in brightness.
5. The adopted metal-abundance scale is wrong. However, for the sake of the present argument, we are assuming it is not. If it were wrong, and we adopt the old abundance scale, then we would go back to having the problem discussed by Demarque and McClure (1977) concerning 47 Tue and NGC 2420.
6. The CNO abundance is different relative to that of the iron peak elements. However, models constructed varying CNO abundances only, indicate, contrary to what we had surmised in an earlier paper (Demarque and McClure 1977) , that although the brightness of the turnoff is affected by varying the CNO independently, the brightness of the lower MS is not significantly changed VandenBerg and Demarque 1980). 7. The ages of 47 Tue and other clusters are different. However, we have compared the MS positions far enough below the turnoff to measure the unevolved ZAMS. Therefore differences in ages should have no effect.
8. The helium abundance differs between 47 Tue and the other clusters. We appear to be left with this result by a process of elimination.
IV. DISCUSSION According to theoretical models, an increase in helium abundance causes (1) a decrease in brightness of the MS, (2) a decrease in brightness of the turnoff for the same age, (3) an increase in brightness of the HB, and (4) an increase in the ratio of blue to red HB stars. There is little effect on the color of the giant branch, and although it affects R (the ratio of numbers of HB to giant-branch stars), there are several other problems which make the determination of this parameter difficult to use. Most notably, R may be affected by whether the HB is predominately blue or red.
Let us examine the size of changes caused by an increase in F, the helium abundance, by weight of AF = 0.10. Figure 1 indicates that the MS will become fainter by about 0.27 mag. Examination of HB models of Hirshfeld (1978) shows that this increase in F will increase the brightness of the HB by 0.30 mag. Thus, if cluster c-m diagrams are fitted at the HB, a change of 0.10 in F will account for a total difference of 0.57 mag in the MS. It appears that this value of helium-abundance difference is approximately sufficient to account for the problem.
New evidence which supports this Letter is found in the work of Olszewski, Harris, and Can terna (1980) , who have recently constructed a c-m diagram for NGC 288. The cluster NGC 288 was suggested by Cannon (1974) to have an anomalously blue HB from the metal abundance inferred from the very red color of the giant branch. Pilachowski and Sneden (1980) have also found from spectroscopic studies that it is metal rich. Olszewski et al.'s c-m diagram shows that the MS is significantly fainter in NGC 288 than in 47 Tue, even though their metal abundance appears similar at [Fe/H] = -1.2. The faintness of the ZAMS and the blueness of the HB could both be the result of a high helium abundance. Both these facts are very difficult to explain otherwise if the observational evidence is correct.
We mention briefly the other effects of this change in F. Examination of the isochrones of¡ Ciardullo and shows that a AF of 0.1 translates into a change in main-sequence turnoff of 0.13 mag. Since the HB also changes in the opposite sense by 0.30 mag, the magnitude difference between the HB and turnoff changes by 0.43 mag. This difference would have been even larger if the dependence of HB core mass on helium abundance had not been included (Sweigart and Gross 1978) . This is approximately the difference found for NGC 6397 by Alcaino and Liller No. 1, 1980 (1980) and for u Cen by Cannon and Stewart (1980) . A high helium abundance could cause this difference, rather than the very old ages otherwise needed to account for the effect. The resulting high luminosities for the HB may not be unrealistic in the light of Gascoigne's (1980) observations of the clusters Lindsay 1 and Kron 3 in the Small Magellanic Cloud, which have HB luminosities near My = +0.2.
In addition to age and CNO abundance, heliumabundance differences between clusters can also account for differences in morphology of the HB. Rood (1973) showed that very small differences of the order of 0.03 in A F can significantly shift the stars across the instability strip. If M5 has a high helium abundance relative to 47 Tue, this would easily account for the markedly bluer HB of that cluster, even though the metal abundance of the two clusters are not claimed to be very different. Low helium abundance of outlying globular clusters of the galactic halo relative to the inner clusters could account for the predominance of red horizontal-branch clusters discussed by Searle and Zinn (1978) , although there are other possible explanations (McClure 1979) . If this were the case it might imply a radial gradient in helium abundance in the Galaxy, although 47 Tue itself would not seem to fit well into this picture, with a relatively low helium L7 abundance and a galactocentric distance of only 8 kpc . We note that Green (1980) has already discussed a possible helium gradient in the inner part of the Galaxy, based on the luminosity functions of globular clusters. It is conceivable that the extra helium was produced in supermassive stars (e.g., Wagoner 1969) in the early formation history of the Galaxy.
In summary, we have shown that if one adopts the new abundance scale of Cohen (1980) and Pilachowski, Sneden, and Canterna (1980) , then one must also adopt a lower helium abundance (A F « 0.1) for the "metalrich" cluster 47 Tue than for other well-known clusters such as M3, M5, and M13. This helium-abundance difference could account for other effects such as the red horizontal-branch anomaly in outlying halo clusters and the anomalously faint main-sequence turnoffs found recently for several globular clusters.
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